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*ON CS~AIN ~~ICATI~S OF STAGY WSTH TWO LI~OV SCIONS, 

PMM Vol. 39, Np 1, 1975 

PMM Vol.4O,.p 2, 1976, p. 251 

An error has recently been discovered in the above paper, and I am very grateful to 
R I. Kozlov for bringing this to my attention. Theorem 1.1 given in the paper is incor- 

rect, and an example constructed by Kozlov illustrates this. 

Theorem 1.1 will however become valid, if condition (1.2) appearing in it, is replaced 

by the following, 
Assume that for any a (0 < a: < rjr’) 

5, (t) = max {I/ X (t, x) jj : a B Jl x IJ 6 H’} E F 

Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 1.1 relation (1.5) must be replaced by the estimate 
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Similarly, in Theorem 2.1 condition (2.1) must be replaced by the following. 
Assume that for any a, to (0 < a < H’, to >, 0) 

h (t, td = max {II Y (t, Y, 4 II : a d II y II d H’, z E 4 (t; toI) E F 

The above changes affect the formulation of Theorem 3.1 where conditions (3.2) and 
(3.3) must be replaced by the requirement that the condition 
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holds. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be retained in full, provided that 

W = X;!=, (~~/~q~) qi 

is used as the second Liapunov function. 
We note that the condition 

~~t)~max{llX(t,x)~: llxN6H’fEP 

implies that E, (t) E F for all a (0 <a <If’), but the converse is not true, 

Translated by L. K. 
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